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 Rible Dam 

Dam type RCC gravity dam 
Total length of dam 605.90 m  

In 17 units from between 28.5m and 42.40m 
Top level of dam crest 436m above the see level 
Height of dam 101.0m and 76.0m to the foundations and riverbed 
Upstream slope 0.35H:1.0V  below height 386m 

0.15H:1.0V  above height 386m 
Downstream slope 0.65H:1.0V  below height 427.57m 

0.18H:1.99V between height 427.57m to 434.70m 
Shutter wing of 1.5m flight and 1.58m height to the top 

Inspection galleries Three levels: at height 400.70m, 376.50m and 352.00m 
Spillways Total length of 82.20m, provided with five spans 
Bottom outlets Three, fitting the central pipe with the axle of the spilling way 
Stilling basin Has straight plan, 70.0m width and 112.35m length 
Water intake 4 pipes 

 
The dam of Rialb, which construction works finalised in March 2000, became an outstanding hydraulic work carried out in 
the late XX century in Spain, not only for its measurements but also for the procedures and technology used on its 
construction. It is located in the province of Lérida, between La Noguera and L´Alt Urgell regions. The construction was the 
last milestone of the numerous and ancient attempts of transferring the waters from River Segre to the plains of Urgell and 
La Segarra. 
 
Rialb reservoir is located in the middle track of river Segre, about 4 kilometres upstream from the place of Ponts. 
Geologically, the dam site is in the northwest side of the Catalonian central depression and the nature of the existing 
materials is continental fragmentary, corresponding to Chattian. In the area, the most frequent lithologies are marls, bog-iron 
ores and arenytes aged stamprense arranged in a sub-horizontal sheeting with a maximal inclination of 10º towards northeast 
favourable to the structural stability. From the point of view seismotectonic, the area has a medium seismicity due to the 
presence of a fossilized tardihercynian regional fault which runs 25 kilometres east from the dam site. 
 
The Rialb dam created a damming reservoir of 402hm3, located immediately downstream of the Oliana reservoir. Both 
reservoirs occupy the riverbed along 38 kilometres, with a jointly maximal capacity of 503hm3. 

in Spain 



GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DAM AND RESERVOIR  

Dam body 
Rialb is a gravity dam of straight plan and roll consolidated concrete. The total length is 605.90 metres spread in 17 units 
from between 28.50 and 42.40 metres long. In the three central units is located the waste weir, while the discharge intake 
pipes are located in unit 5. The crest of dam top level is 436 above sea level, what means a dam height of 101.00 and 76.00 
metres regarding to the foundations and riverbed respectively. 

The dam begins from foundations with a talus upstream 0.35/1.00 H:V , that remains the same until the height 386. 
From that point on to the top level, the deck ascend with the talus 0.15/1.00 H:V.The deck downstream adopt a talus 
0.65/1.00 from the foundations to the height 427.57, from that level to the height 434.70 the talus of the deck is 0.18:1.99 
H:V to end in a shutter wing of 1.50 m flight and 1.58 m height to the top level. 

The dam is built with 2 roll consolidated concretes, which different composition is specially centred in the maximal 
size of the gross aggregates, 100mm (HC-2) in the main body and 70mm (HC-1) in the area adjacent to the upstream deck. 

Inspection galleries  
There are three levels of inspection galleries. An upper one at the height 400.70, a middle one at the height 376.50 and a 
perimetric gallery which lower height is 352.00. The three levels of the galleries are connected.In addition, a drainage 
gallery to the height 359.90 runs along the water footing under the units 0, 1 and 2, running orthogonally along the training 
walls of the stilling basin.Likewise, a gallery allows the way to the sluice valve chamber, located on the footing of unit 0. 

Spillway and stilling basin 
The dam owns a mixed spillway with a total length of 82.20 metres, provided with five spans; two of them open, each one of 
16.50 metres long with its sill at the same height to the maximal ordinary level of reservoir and three regulated by shutters 
Taintor of 7.40 metres height and 12.00 metres long each one. The stilling basin has straight plan, 70.00 metres width and 
112.35 metres length. 

Bottom outlets 
The dam has 3 bottom outlets, fitting the central pipe with the axle of the spilling way. In the deck upstream is located the 
entrance with the cill at a height 364.20. The pipes have an internal diameter of 1.80m. On the foot downstream of the dam, 
there is a chamber where the shutters of the three pipes are serial located, two shutters Bureau 1.40×1.80 metres each one. 

Water intake 
The structure of the intake is formed by four pipes with an internal diameter of 2.75 metres and orthogonally to the axle of 
the dam. These 4 pipes have an entrance level, in the axle of themselves, of 373,173 and are located by the exit of the dam to 
its axle at a height of 363,365. In the conditioning chamber there are eight shutters Bureau tandem assembled, at the rate of 
two per pipe. Two pipes of 1.60 metres of diameter rise from the intake conduits which are closer to the bed and they 
formed a by-pass of the hydroelectric powerplant. These pipes end in the box for conditioning the valves, in the left training 
wall of the stilling basin, where there is a valve with a concave jet of 1,50 metres diameter for each conduit, as well as a 
valve with a concave jet of 600 millimetres diameter to supply the ecological flow. 

Auscultation of the dam 
The phase of filling, in which the dam is currently, requires an intensification of the readings from some of the auscultation 
elements installed in the construction phase. The auscultation network includes the following tools: 

• 146 electrical resistance thermometers pressed in the concrete. 
• 95 piezometric tube of vibrating string located in the foundations. 
• 27 pressure indicators. 
• 10 flowmeters to measure the water flow from filtrations and drainage. 
• 25 extensometers of bars with three fangs to control displacement in depths from 3, 11 and 30m inside the foundations. 
• 3 direct pendulums and 3 inverted pendulums to control horizontal movements. 
• 35 internal joint measurer of vibrating string to measure movements in the joints between blocks. 
• 72 bases for deformeters to control local distorsions in the joints between blocks in the crossing with galleries and 

top level.  
• 32 bases of collimation and leveling to control horizontal and vertical movements.   



• 51 monodirectional extensometers of vibrating string to measure internal deformations. 
• 3 fissuremeter or extensometers of vibrating string with large base of measure.   
• 1 high precision scale of hydrostatics pressure to measure the level of the reservoir. 
• 3 accelerometers to control seismic movements. 
• 1 weather station (currently being reconstructed).  

CONCRETE OF THE DAM 

A summary description of all the components from concrete used in the construction works, must begin in force by its basic 
component: aggregates. 

Natural aggregates used in the fabrication of the concrete were not consolidated detrital sediments, of polygenic nature, 
that presents a complex petrographic composition due to the erosion of the different materials which traverse river Segre as 
well as all its tributaries. Just the geometry factor in certain fractions and the lack of fines of 0.08 millimetres because of the 
slimes-wash, due to its plastic nature, were aspects to be taken into account. 

 The petrographic classification of the aggregates included an exhaustive laboratory study, recognition testing through 
X-ray diffracting, for the purposes of rule out possible reactions alkali-aggregate or the presence of expansive minerals. 
Once five fractions were established for the mentioned aggregates 70-100 millimetres, 35-70, 15-35, 5-15 y 0-5 was also 
used limestone-bearing filler from the quarries of Igualada, in Barlona, located 40 kilometres away from the works site.  

Regarding the conglomerates, the concrete used was I-35 type and the fly ash that was mixed in the working site came 
from the thermal power station of Endesa, in Andorra-Teruel. Ashes supply was very irregular and was delivered in the 
working site at really high temperature, exceeding during the summer 70-80ºC. On the other hand, its quality was good, 
quite uniform. Proportioning used were formed by a 35% concrete and 65% fly ash, mixed in the working site before the 
entrance to the muller, so the temperature adiabatic increase was established at 10,5ºC. 

The Dam Project considered two consolidated concretes. The first one, named HC-1, maximal size of 70 millimetres 
and 200 kg/cm2 of characteristic endurance, spread out from the deck upstream to a vertical which traverse the axle of the 
dam and rises to the height of 430.70 metres. Above this height, the line is parallel to the deck upstream at a distance of 5 
metres to the height of 434.70 metres where it takes the horizontal. The other concrete, named HC-2, maximal size 100 
millimetres and 175 kg/cm2 of characteristic endurance, spread out from the axle of the dam to the deck downstream. 

Once the materials were distinct and the granulometric curve of each concrete, different mixtures, changing proportions 
of concrete, ashes and filler, were tested and studied in the laboratory, taking as a reference the Fuller line. 

The initial quantity of conglomerates foreseen in the project was 75 kg of concrete and 140 kg of fly ash. These 
mixtures were enriched, during the development of the works, with until additional 30 kg of fly ash that helped to improve 
as filler the down part of the granulometric curve. Not only the HC-1 but also HC-2 required a water demand of mulling 
between 100 and 105 l/m3 representing about 6 seconds of consistence VeBe. 

The decks were initially projected through curbs, as well as the side walls. Nevertheless, the extreme sensibility of the 
extended concrete to the humidity content meant a difficult levelling, and frequent obstructions in the feed hopper of the 
curb machines required several important improvements in the matrix and the refinement of the proportioning tending to 
achieve high resistances of the concrete in the shortest possible period. 

After these analyses, the fissuring happened in the curbs (with concrete proportions over 300 kg/m3) and the doubts 
about the bond between the deck upstream and the consolidated concrete led to discard this option. From the height 348 
onwards, all the decks were executed in climbing mould, with panels of 2.40 metres height, allowing in consequence the 
placement of 8 couches until the next operation.  

A problem to be solved was the talus of the dam decking (0.35 upstream and 0.65 downstream). 

The impossibility to consolidate with roll against the moulds, offered as an alternative solution conventional concrete 
core wall with several problems: the retraction and subsequent fissuring of the core wall as well as the proportioning change 
and the transport to the working site of the conventional concrete. 

After some fumbling it was proved that with richer proportioning in slurry, 5 kg/m3of concrete and 10 kg/m3 of fly ash 
and increasing the water volume until 20 litres, the HCR could be vibrated at a maximal size of 70 millimetres in the deck 
upstream. Once this problem was solved, the conventional vibrators were insufficient, so four vibrators with 160 millimetres 
diameter joint to a back digger were used, achieving execution speed according to the foreseen maturity times. 



These needle beams needed thickness sufficient to vibrate the concrete, so it is necessary to place 2 couches of HCR 
and the concrete to vibrate. In the units of greater surface, in case of foresee to overcome the time planned of heated joint, 
the second couch was poured in a width that allows, once consolidated, assembling the machine with the vibrators. 

The width of this vibration was of 1.30 metres in the lowest part and 0.70 in the highest part of the mould. Nevertheless, 
during the carrying out of the works, it was used the consolidation system previously utilised in the deck downstream, due to 
the irregular consecution desired of the deck and the increasing difficulty to lodge the machinery and the posts of the high 
speed concrete transport stripe, as the utile surface decreased. 

The deck downstream, bender than the one upstream, required to be vibrated manually. Due to that fact, the concrete 
H-200 was poured in couches of 30 centimetres, taking specially care of its consistence and decreasing the maximal size of 
aggregates to 35 centimetres. 

Compactacion and treatment of the construction joints 
Once the HCR is placed in the surface, it was spread in couches of 35 centimetres with two tractors over chains, afterwards 
it was consolidated with vibrating tandem type rolls of 13.5 ton leaving the couches of 30 centimetres. In order to achieve a 
good toping in each layer, a laser level which receptors were located in the getters, allowing a correct levelling. 

Regarding the hot horizontal joints, the maturity factor 180ºC was taken as a reference. The cold joints have a previous 
treatment of the surface through a swept with brushes connected to machines Caterpillar 950 and Bobcat. The problem of 
this treatment method is the time required to develop this task, variable with weather conditions and hair type used in the 
brushes. Swept early prompted a loosening of aggregates, making the surface irregular to receive the next. On the other hand, 
swept too late would not allow to scarf the aggregates, leaving a smooth joint with little adherence. All the issues previously 
mentioned where in direct relationship with the lack of fracture faces of the wheeled aggregate. 

The timetable operated did not overcome six hours and a minimum of hour wait. It must be remarked that the wheeled 
aggregate presented little resistance to the washing or brushing, not allowing to scarf it easily. This came to place drier 
concretes in the last couch that was foreseen as cold joint. 

These details, as well as the daily and seasonal climatic variations or the length of transporting stripes came to raise 
changes it the times Vebe established in laboratories or testing tiles, ranging from 10-15 seconds to 5-10 seconds with high 
temperatures in daytime hours, what represent about 10 l/m3 of water increasing.  

The taken up slurry was placed with the aggregate of 15 millimetres maximal size and thickness from 2 to 3 
centimetres covering all the surface of the couch to receive the next one. The proportioning used was 140 kg/m3 concrete 
and 170 kg/cm3 fly ash. 

Other concretes  
The same treatment was applied to solve the separation line between the consolidated concretes (HC-1 and HC-2) and the 
vibrated concrete (H3) by the decks, placing firstly in each couch the consolidated concrete. 

The plan of the spillway was formed by a vibrated concrete, with a minimum thickness of 2.00 metres, mould and 
lightly reinforced, including metallic fibre. The shield of concrete was executed spreading out and consolidating in each 
couch, firstly the consolidated concrete HC-2 and afterwards filling the 2.00 meters thickness hole between the natural talus 
of the concrete HC-2 and the plan mould of the deck downstream with concrete H-3. 

The pier, training walls and joists that complete in certain sections the profile, were executed with concretes, moulds, 
vibrate and reinforced. The dam top, from the initial height of the projectures (434.70) until the top level (436), is 
constructed with vibrating concrete, due to the greater demand of concrete resistance and due to be reinforced in the 
projectures. 

Companies Involved in the Project 

Owner.      Ministry Environmnet. Confederación Hidrográfica del Ebro 
Designer:      Eng Juan Benet and Confederación Hidrográfica del Ebro  
Construction contractor.:   Cubiertas y Tejados. Nexo. 
 
 



 
 


